Pitching your Glawning
STEP 1 - HAVE A BEER. Unpack & note how glawning is folded
(for repacking!). Lay canvas on groundsheet with Glawning
badge between 2 longer edges on the groundsheet and zip on.
One zip runs around the long edge, and another zip joins the
short section between the 2 doors, so just 2 zips need to be done
up to attach the groundsheet.
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Position the doors where you want them and peg out the glawning using the small pegs through the elastic or orange webbing
loops (no need to peg the metal groundsheet eyelets - these are
for when the sides are rolled up). See fig 1
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Zip canopy to main tent using zip around door. See fig 2.
TOP TIP: It is easier to zip around the door apex if you turn the
canvas hood inside out.
Peg out the canopy section. See fig 3.

STEP 2 - Put in the centre pole and the 2 x door A frames (the A
frames should not be fed through the canvas loops inside the
awning – these loops are for tying the door back – they just need
to sit in the two feet pockets on the floor). TOP TIP: Place your
feet where indicated in fig 4 to make this easier. Put the plastic
rain caps on top of the A frames (these go OUTSIDE the canvas).
You are now ready to connect to the van - see Fig 5
Put the pole through the sleeve on the canopy if you’re connecting with a pole and clamp kit. Otherwise, connect the canopy
to the van by sliding the the beading into an awning rail. More
information on connecting can be found on the next page of this
manual.
STEP 3 - Tie the guy ropes on if they’re not already tied on (you
only need to do this the first time) and peg out loosely at first
(with the big pegs), with the ropes following in line with the
seams of the tent, before tightening gradually and evenly until
the skirt of the glawning is vertical See fig 6. . Have another beer
while you stand back and admire your handiwork.
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For a video guide go to:
https://www.glawning.com/pages/how-to-pitch-your-glawning

